The Day Of

ASQ Black Belt Exam

A PRESENTATION BY ASQ CSSBB
Books I took with me:

- QCI Primer and index pages stapled separately
- Certified Six Sigma Black Belt Handbook by T.M. Kubiak
- Statistics in Plain English by Timothy C. Urdan
- What is a p-value anyway by Andrew J. Vickers
- Six Sigma for the New Millennium by Kim H. Pries
- Opex Lean Six Sigma and Minitab
Day of the test logistics:

- Pencils, pens and calculator
- ID and wallet
- Scratch paper
- Food and water
- Eat almonds right before going into the exam
- Print out of the exam location
- Look for an exam space with good lighting
Thank You

FOR YOUR TIME!

I CAN'T WAIT FOR YOU TO JOIN THE ASQ CSSBB ONLINE COURSE!